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Abstract:
Although William Henry Vanderbilt's art collection, his cultural legacy, played a pivotal role in the history of art collecting in the United States, scholars have underestimated its significance. A fresh examination of the Vanderbilt collection reveals that his gallery, catalogs, and altruistic intentions set him apart from others and inspired later collectors, such as Henry Clay Frick, who once housed his burgeoning collection of old master paintings in Vanderbilt’s splendid art gallery.
Art for the Public: William Henry Vanderbilt’s Cultural Legacy
by Leanne Zalewski

Railroad magnate William Henry Vanderbilt’s (1821–85) art collection occupies an important place in the history of collecting in the United States.[1] His collection, housed in his personal art gallery at 640 Fifth Avenue, was more accessible than any other private collection in the early postbellum era and offered to New Yorkers a rare opportunity to acquaint themselves with contemporary European art. Moreover, his was the first major private art collection in New York City to be catalogued for its own sake rather than in conjunction with a special exhibition or auction sale. In addition to four small collection catalogs, he published a lavishly illustrated four-volume work, *Mr. Vanderbilt’s House and Collection*, with text written by prominent art critic, Edward Strahan.[2] His collection catalogues and his accessible private art gallery provided a model for later collectors such as Henry Clay Frick, who once housed his burgeoning collection of old master paintings in Vanderbilt’s splendid art gallery.[3]

Vanderbilt formed his prodigious collection of over two hundred paintings by the foremost contemporary French, Belgian, German, Hungarian, English, Spanish, and Italian artists in less than four years (1878–82), astonishingly swift by any standard. Most of Vanderbilt’s pictures were genre, historical genre, literary, and history paintings. The remainder comprised orientalist, military, animal, and landscape pictures, with a single still-life and two religious subjects. His collection contained no pictures that would be deemed offensive—prurient subjects.[4] Among the works were John-François Millet’s canonical painting, *The Sower* (fig. 1), and important works by Thomas Couture (figs. 2, 3); J. M. W. Turner (figs. 4, 5); and Eugène Delacroix (fig. 6) at a time when few other collectors had acquired works by these artists.[5] In addition, he owned Jean-Léon Gérôme’s *Louis XIV and the Grand Condé* (fig. 7), Alphonse de Neuville’s *Le Bourget* (figs. 8, 9), Théodore Rousseau’s *Gorges d’Apremont*, and Sir John Everett Millais’s *Bride of Lammermoor*, all considered masterpieces in their time.

Fig. 1, Jean-François Millet, *The Sower*, 1850. Oil on canvas. Yamanashi Prefectural Museum, Kofo, Japan. [larger image]
Fig. 2, Thomas Couture, *A Realist*, 1865. Oil on canvas. Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam. [larger image]

Fig. 3, Thomas Couture, *Enrollment of the Volunteers of 1792*, 1848. Oil on canvas. Museum of Art, Springfield, Massachusetts. [larger image]

Fig. 5, View of boudoir at 640 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY. Visible above sofa is Turner’s *Fountain of Indolence* (see fig. 4). From E. Strahan, *Mr. Vanderbilt’s House and Collection* (Boston, 1883–84), n. p. [larger image]

Fig. 6, Eugène Delacroix, *Muley-Abd-Err-Rahmann, Sultan of Morocco with His Officers and Guard of Honor, March, 1832*, 1862. Oil on canvas. Foundation E. G. Bührle, Zürich, Switzerland. [larger image]

Fig. 7, Jean-Léon Gérôme, *Louis XIV and the Grand Condé*, 1878. Oil on canvas. Musée d’Orsay, Paris. [larger image]
Though Vanderbilt intended his collection to remain intact at 640 Fifth Avenue in the Vanderbilt name, he could not have foreseen that future generations would fail to honor his wishes, or that his mansion would be demolished. His wife inherited the collection, which, upon her death in 1896, passed to their fourth son and youngest child, George W. Vanderbilt, known for his lavish residence, Biltmore, in Asheville, North Carolina. After he died in 1914, the collection passed into the hands of George’s nephew, Brigadier General Cornelius Vanderbilt, whose widow, Grace Wilson Vanderbilt, sold the collection at auction before the mansion was razed to make way for commercial development.

"Reconstructing" the Forgotten Collection

Although dispersed, Vanderbilt’s collection can be rather accurately reconstructed through Mr. Vanderbilt’s House and Collection and his other collection catalogues, as well as through dealers’ diaries, letters, and auction catalogues. Additionally, numerous contemporary accounts in periodicals such as the New York Times, Harper’s Weekly, and the leading journal devoted to collecting, the Collector, kept abreast of the art collection and discussed its contents. Vanderbilt’s early biographer, journalist William Augustus Croffut, also wrote enthusiastically about the collection. Regrettably, no private archive pertaining to his art collection exists.
He spent most of his life building his railroad fortune and only became a serious collector in the last eight years of his life.

Although the importance of Vanderbilt’s collection has been largely forgotten, contemporaries, such as prominent authority on art, Samuel Greene Wheeler Benjamin, recognized Vanderbilt’s gallery as the “finest gallery of art in America,” and one which contained the “artistic landmarks of the world.” But by the turn of the century, surprisingly little had been written about the art collection of the wealthiest man of his time. Writer August Jaccaci and American artist John La Farge intended to include Vanderbilt’s collection in their ambitious book project, Noteworthy Paintings in Private American Collections, but ultimately omitted it due to difficulties in obtaining photographs, and because they did not receive the revised essay they required before the publishing deadline. American artist and critic Will Hicock Low, who wrote the essay, lauded the Vanderbilt collection as the most comprehensive, unique collection of modern pictures that comprised “the best work of his time.” However, recent accounts that acknowledge his cultural contribution have been limited largely to descriptions of his sumptuous mansion at 640 Fifth Avenue. Wayne Craven, in his comprehensive book on Gilded Age architecture, devoted a chapter primarily to Vanderbilt’s lavish residence, but included only a cursory description of the art collection, embellished with anecdotal accounts from Towner and Varble’s Elegant Auctioneers of Vanderbilt’s encounters with artists Ernest Meissonier and Alexandre Cabanel.

Unfortunately, Vanderbilt neither formed a private museum for his collection nor donated it en bloc to an institution. Instead, it remained in his family only briefly—having been dispersed at auction six decades after his death,—rendering difficult its analysis today. This is, in part, why his collection has not received the scholarly attention it deserves. But it has also been overlooked because by the 1890s most of the artists represented in it had already become passé. Tastes had changed, and dealers and the market no longer favored academic art, which comprised most of Vanderbilt’s collection. The vogue for collecting old master paintings was fueled in part by growing wealth and increasingly image-conscious philanthropists. Furthermore, Samuel P. Avery and George A. Lucas, Vanderbilt’s advisors, were no longer active in the art world. The next generation of influential dealers such as Joseph Duveen and Charles Carstairs sold old master paintings, and advisors such as Bernard Berenson specialized in Italian Renaissance paintings. These men were among the experts who advised Isabella Stewart Gardner, Henry Walters, J. P. Morgan, Benjamin Altman, and Henry Clay Frick among others.

Documenting the Collection: The Catalogues

In addition to the collection itself, Vanderbilt’s catalogues, gallery, wealth, and altruistic intentions set him apart from other collectors. Unlike them, Vanderbilt frequently published catalogues of his collection. These catalogues, printed in rapid succession between 1879 and 1886, helped acquaint art enthusiasts with his artworks. He published his first catalogue—the first in the United States to be published solely to document a private collection—in 1879, just a year after an art-buying spree financed by a hundred-million-dollar inheritance. Until then, catalogues were created only to accompany auction sales or special exhibitions, but Vanderbilt did not intend to sell his collection. No catalogues were printed for the prominent collections of John Taylor Johnston or of Alexander T. Stewart until their auction sales. And although William T. Walters had begun collecting European art
before Vanderbilt, he did not publish his first collection catalogue until 1884, five years after Vanderbilt’s first catalogue.[27] Walters modeled his catalogue directly after Vanderbilt’s 1882 catalogue by cutting and pasting from it in order to fashion his own.[28] As a result, Walters’s catalogue was nearly identical to Vanderbilt’s in format.[29]

Vanderbilt’s small collection catalogues, all under 200 pages, unillustrated, and smaller than eight by five inches, mimicked the format of auction sale catalogues—such as the one published for John Taylor Johnston’s sale—which themselves imitated the catalogues of the Paris Salon.[30] Most entries comprised the artist’s credentials and the artwork’s title, dimensions, medium, and date. Several entries for pictures in his first catalogue extended to a page or more and included excerpts from artists’ letters to their patrons.[31] For example, the first catalogue included excerpts of letters for works by Jean-Léon Gérôme, Ernest Meissonier, Alexandre Cabanel, Raimundo Madrazo, Edouard Détaille, Louis Leloir, and Erskine Nicol. [32] These letters were reprinted in successive catalogues published in 1882, 1884, and 1886. Notably, these later catalogues reflect acquisitions of works by Ernest Meissonier, Jean-François Millet, J. M. W. Turner, Eugène Delacroix, and Thomas Couture, and by 1886 the catalogue included excerpts from various sources for important works, such as Alphonse de Neuville’s *Le Bourget*, Jean-François Millet’s *Water Carrier* and *Sower*, John Everett Millais’s *Bride of Lammermoor*, Eugène Delacroix’s *Muley-Abd-Err-Rahmann, Sultan of Morocco with his Officers and Guard of Honor, March, 1832*, and August von Pettenkofen’s *Hungarian Volunteers*, as well as provenance information for the J. M. W. Turner watercolors.[33]

**Edward Strahan’s *Art Treasures of America and Mr. Vanderbilt’s House and Collection***

The collection received greater attention in Edward Strahan’s two oversized deluxe catalogues, *Art Treasures of America* and *Mr. Vanderbilt’s House and Collection*. [34] Strahan chronicled early Gilded Age collections, including Vanderbilt’s, in his encyclopedic three-volume *Art Treasures of America*, published between 1879 and 1882, devoting a heavily illustrated chapter to each major collection. [35] In the Vanderbilt collection chapter, five paintings, including Jean-Léon Gérôme’s *Sword Dance* and *Louis XIV and the Grand Condé* and Edouard Détaille’s *Arrest of the Ambulance Corps*, were depicted in full-page illustrations, and twenty-one illustrations of paintings, including Jean-François Millet’s *Shepherdess* and *Plains of Barbizon*, Théodore Rousseau’s *Morning*, Thomas Couture’s *Realist*, and Alphonse de Neuville’s *Le Bourget* were interspersed throughout the text. In his text, Strahan described the subjects and elucidated the narrative appeal of these works. For example, the archaeological quality and the appearance of historical accuracy in Alma-Tadema’s and Gérôme’s paintings, the simple dignity of Millet’s paintings, and the technical finesse of artists such as August von Pettenkofen, Émile Van Marcke, and Mariano Fortuny drew Strahan’s admiration. [36] Strahan also noted the popularity of Eduardo Zamacois’s *King’s Favorite* (fig. 10), a satirical painting whose sixteenth-century setting thinly veiled its commentary on the rule of Napoleon III, and de Neuville’s *Le Bourget*, a scene from the recent Franco-Prussian war.[37]
Shortly after *Art Treasures of America* appeared, the mammoth catalogue raisonné *Mr. Vanderbilt's House and Collection* was published. Unprecedented in its elaborate scope, *Mr. Vanderbilt's House and Collection* set his art collection and extravagant home apart from others. Never had a single collection been accorded such extensive coverage and lavish treatment. The inspiration for these grand tomes was probably European auction catalogues, particularly the heavily-illustrated auction catalogue printed for the Demidoff sale, from which Vanderbilt purchased a half-size bronze reduction of Ghiberti's *Gates of Paradise* and a monumental malachite vase. However, Vanderbilt's surpassed this wealthy aristocrat’s publication in size and grandeur.

The oversized, richly illustrated four-volume edition of *Mr. Vanderbilt's House and Collection* was printed on Japan paper with plates tipped in. Each plate alone merited framing, and plates could be purchased separately for that purpose. In the two volumes dedicated to the collection, full-page photogravures illustrated sixty-five paintings as well as three views of the main art gallery. In addition, two colored lithographs enlivened the gallery images, and engravers provided thirteen additional illustrations, including Charles Jacque's own engraving after his painting, *The Sheep Stable*.

In the text, Strahan listed artists alphabetically in an encyclopedic fashion, with page-long entries or longer for twenty-two artists, whom he considered important; less prominent artists received shorter entries. His commentary (with some passages repeated verbatim from *Art Treasures*) focused on formal analyses and historical facts related to the subject matter depicted. Illustrations of works not listed in the formal art collection—decorative arts, including East Asian art and John La Farge's stained glass windows—embellish the two volumes dedicated to the house. Lush, copious illustrations coupled with detailed, literary descriptions lent gravity to his collection, "one of the notable and recognized collections of the world," and acted as "a card of invitation to one of the artistic At Homes which have to so many people opened the gallery-doors heretofore." This elaborate collection catalogue, though, did not replace the experience of seeing the works first-hand in Vanderbilt's private gallery.
The Model Patron and His Private Gallery for the Public

Few art museums had as yet formed by the 1880s; consequently, private collections such as Vanderbilt’s were the primary repositories of art works in the United States. Although critics extolled the quality of Vanderbilt’s collection, on a par with the quality of the collection was the public’s perception that the collector’s motives were altruistic and not commercial, and that the collection had been formed for educational rather than for self-aggrandizing purposes. Early Gilded Age critics and writers, such as James Jackson Jarves, hoped to put good artistic examples before the public to improve aesthetic taste, and Vanderbilt did just that with his artworks and collection catalogues. Unlike collectors such as John Wolfe and George I. Seney, who each formed and sold several collections, Vanderbilt bought to keep, not to sell. He did not purchase art for financial gain, for "selfish motives," or to fill his gallery with works by popular artists. Significantly, unlike the majority of collectors, he regularly invited connoisseurs, art students, colleagues, and out-of-town visitors to view his collection in his new gallery built to house his artworks.

His grand residence at 640 Fifth Avenue, completed in 1881, included a spacious private art gallery two stories high (figs. 11, 12) with a separate public entrance to the gallery on Fifty-First Street. The main gallery, lit by skylights and gas light, held eighty-eight paintings and a smaller gallery held forty-four pictures, mainly watercolors. The pictures were hung symmetrically frame-to-frame Salon style and loosely grouped by subject matter. Vanderbilt’s gallery also served as a model—the only American one to be included in L’art dans la maison: Grammaire de l’ameublement by French art historian Henry Havard.
Although not the first American collector to provide public access to his collection, Vanderbilt opened it more frequently and to more guests than did others.\[^{50}\] Financier and art collector August Belmont had held only sporadic openings from the late 1850s to the 1870s.\[^{51}\] Walters had begun inviting guests to view his collection in Baltimore as early as 1876, but only in springtime, and, unlike Vanderbilt, he charged a fifty-cent admission fee (with proceeds benefiting a charity).\[^{52}\] Vanderbilt’s practice most closely resembled that of John Taylor Johnston, who had opened his gallery on Thursdays; Vanderbilt had attended several receptions there in the late 1860s.\[^{53}\] Like Johnston, Vanderbilt’s gallery was open every Thursday between eleven and four in addition to special receptions; however, far greater numbers visited Vanderbilt’s gallery.\[^{54}\]

For his opening reception held on March 1882, Vanderbilt invited 2,500 guests to view the collection in his new thirty-two by forty-eight foot gallery space.\[^{55}\] Invitations were sent to men only, including prominent business men, artists, students, and visitors coming from outside New York City.\[^{56}\] According to an awed reporter who attended the opening reception, Vanderbilt possessed the best collection of modern French pictures outside Paris.\[^{57}\] Vanderbilt continued to open the gallery to the public weekly by admission cards and by request, and expanded the gallery space to 140 feet long within a year.\[^{58}\] Some days upwards of three thousand people visited the gallery, according to one writer.\[^{59}\] Another estimated that twenty thousand visitors had been to the gallery in the winter season of 1888, noting that Vanderbilt had been “more generous with his art treasures than any other American, living or dead.”\[^{60}\] By contrast, only 6,986 visitors, including some repeat guests including Vanderbilt, signed Johnston’s visitor register over a period of eleven years.\[^{61}\] Vanderbilt’s gallery received more than double that number in a single season! Vanderbilt’s gallery became the standard of comparison against which other collectors assessed their own galleries. For example, Walters built a new art gallery that opened in 1884, though only 200 attended his opening; however, a sympathetic reviewer favorably compared Walters’s gallery to Vanderbilt’s.\[^{62}\]

Vanderbilt presided over his receptions, where he greeted guests, distributed small collection catalogues, and discussed the artworks, accompanied by sounds of an orchestra.\[^{63}\] Connoisseurs and society seemed especially eager to attend his art receptions, and he was delighted to share his collection with his visitors.\[^{64}\] After viewing the pictures, they left filled with admiration, having found his home and art collection splendid as well as appropriate for
a man of his stature.[65] His guests received an education in the fine arts, which were then valued primarily for their moral and educational significance.[66]

Although he genuinely derived enjoyment out of sharing his collection, Vanderbilt ended the practice in March 1884, shortly before his death. Unfortunately, not all of his guests possessed a sincere interest in art education. Curious treasure seekers began snatching parts of tapestries and other goods, and wandered outside the gallery into the family’s private space.[67] A particularly unruly crowd in 1884 compromised the safety of his family and even necessitated police protection.[68] After two full years of public access, his collection would now be available only to family, friends, and acquaintances; he died shortly thereafter.

The Collection after Vanderbilt’s Death
Strahan, Avery, and others assumed that Vanderbilt would have had a provision in his will to create a public art gallery, but much to the dismay of civic-minded individuals, he left the collection to his family.[69] In his will, William directed that the collection was to remain intact in the Vanderbilt name, and that it was to hang in the gallery at 640 Fifth Avenue.[70] He stated his wish that “my present residence and my collection of works of art be retained and maintained by a male descendant bearing the name of Vanderbilt.”[71] His heirs must have continued to allow some access to the gallery after his death since the last small catalogue was issued in 1886, the year that French critic, Durand-Gréville visited the gallery for his article.[72]

Although Vanderbilt left the collection to his heirs, he apparently had intended to build a museum.[73] He had attempted to purchase the plot of land opposite his mansion, and, according to contemporaries, he had set aside five million dollars to endow a new, grand museum there that would rival the British Museum.[74] His fund would have been larger than any museum endowment in the United States or Europe.[75] However, the Roman Catholic Orphan Asylum, which owned the land, refused to sell. He then sought another plot of land along Fifth Avenue for his museum, but this too, resulted in failure.[76] He died before he could secure a new plot of land for a museum to house the collection.[77]

His collection would not languish, however. At Samuel P. Avery’s behest, George W. Vanderbilt lent 135 works to the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1902.[78] Vanderbilt intended to exhibit the collection at the museum for one year only, but extended the loan; it remained on view until December 1919.[79] Museum curator George Story declared that the value of the Vanderbilt collection, “from an artistic standpoint, can hardly be estimated.”[80] During its first year on display, he received numerous applications from art students requesting permission to copy the works, and there were continued requests for reproductions of the artworks in the collection.[81] In 1907, George W. Vanderbilt permitted the curator to borrow Turner’s *Fountain of Indolence* for an exhibition of British paintings.[82] A special three-page section of the *New York Times* presented eleven illustrations of the most admired works, including a full-page reproduction of Millet’s *Sower*, Bouguereau’s *Going to the Bath*, Zamacois’s *King’s Favorite*, and Leys’s *Education of Charles V*.[83] In 1919, the Vanderbilts began removing works from the museum, leaving only seventy-five of the original 135 pictures.[84] By early 1920, the museum’s executive committee decided to return the remainder of the collection to the family.[85] But for seventeen years, the William H. Vanderbilt Loan Collection of Modern Paintings hung in its own gallery in the museum.[86] When the family retrieved the pictures,
contemporaries lamented their loss, particularly the Millet paintings, since the museum owned none.[87]

Henry Clay Frick at 640 Fifth Avenue
Nowhere was the Vanderbilt collection’s influence more evident than on industrialist Henry Clay Frick. Frick owned a copy of Vanderbilt’s collection catalogue, hung prints after works in Vanderbilt’s collection in his home, collected works by the same artists, and eventually lived in Vanderbilt’s 640 Fifth Avenue mansion with about seventy works from Vanderbilt’s collection. Frick purchased a four-volume Japan edition of *Mr. Vanderbilt’s House and Collection* for $400, and paid an additional $100 for twenty separate etchings of plates in the book; he presumably hung them on the walls of his Pittsburgh residence, Clayton.[88] In addition, he purchased pastel reductions by Jean-François Millet of paintings in Vanderbilt’s collection, namely, *The Sower* (purchased in 1899) and *The Knitting Lesson* (purchased in 1896), which also hung at Clayton.[89]

Frick’s early collection, formed during the 1880s and 1890s, comprised works by many of the same artists Vanderbilt had collected.[90] In 1905 he signed a ten-year lease with Vanderbilt’s son, George W. Vanderbilt, for the Vanderbilt mansion at 640 Fifth Avenue, which came fully furnished, including much of the art collection.[91] Although George W. Vanderbilt had loaned 135 pictures to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the rest—including pictures by Bouguereau, Gérôme, Madrazo, Tissot, and Alma-Tadema—remained on display throughout the house at 640 Fifth Avenue.[92] According to the inventory, no Vanderbilt paintings remained in the mansion’s art gallery.[93]

Frick left the pictures hanging throughout the mansion as the 1905 inventory of the mansion’s contents indicated, and, in fact, he requested that several of the paintings on view at the Metropolitan Museum be transferred to 640 Fifth Avenue; however, George politely declined, and replied: “It is a pleasure to me to feel that my father’s collection is on view to the public at all times performing its educative function.”[94] This statement reflects both the collection’s enduring appeal, as well as Vanderbilt’s strong interest in continuing his father’s educational mission. Unfortunately, no photographs of 640 Fifth Avenue exist from the time of Frick’s residence.[95]

Denied more paintings from the Vanderbilt collection, Frick quickly filled the Vanderbilt gallery space with his own pictures and published a small Vanderbilt-style collection catalogue in 1908.[96] This catalogue listed forty-eight pictures, most of which Frick acquired from Roland Knoedler of M. Knoedler & Co.; however, an inventory indicated that only thirty pictures hung in the main gallery.[97] Unlike Vanderbilt, Frick did not open the gallery to the public, though on several occasions he honored requests from individuals and small groups to view his collection.[98] Frick would build his own mansion with a large art gallery at One East Seventieth Street, completed in 1914; it opened to the public as The Frick Collection in 1935, fifty years after Vanderbilt’s death.[99]

What Happened to the William H. Vanderbilt Collection?
The difficult task of locating the paintings in the collection has revealed most of the prominent pictures to be in museums. Couture’s *Enrollment of the Volunteers of 1792* is in the Museum of Art, Springfield, Massachusetts, and the Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam, acquired *A Realist.*
Delacroix’s *Muley-Abd-Err-Rahmann, Sultan of Morocco with His Officers and Guard of Honor, March, 1832* belongs to the Foundation E. G. Bührle, Zürich, Switzerland. The Musée d’Orsay acquired Gérôme’s *Louis XIV and the Grand Condé*; Meissonier’s *Artist at Work* is in the Cleveland Museum of Art; and, *Information: General Desaix with the Army of the Rhine and Moselle* can be found at the Dallas Museum of Art. Millet’s well-known *Sower* became part of the collection of the Yamanashi Prefectural Museum, Kofo, Japan. Millet’s *Knitting Lesson* and *Shepherdess: Plains of Barbizon* are now in the Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute, Williamstown, Massachusetts.[100]

Non-French works, including two of the Turners, also went to museums. Aptly, the Hastings Museum and Art Gallery acquired Turner’s *Hastings*, and *Fountain of Indolence* belongs to the Beaverbrook Foundation, Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada. Turner’s other two pictures remain untraced. Robert Lehman bought Madrazo’s *Masqueraders* now hanging in the Lehman wing at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Alma-Tadema’s *Sculpture Gallery* is at the Memorial Art Gallery, Rochester, New York, and Millais’s *Bride of Lammermoor* can be found at the Bristol Museum and Art Gallery. The two most famous decorative objects from the house belong to public institutions: Grace Wilson Vanderbilt donated the reductions of Ghiberti’s bronze doors to the University of Nevada, Reno, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art purchased the malachite Demidoff vase.

William Henry Vanderbilt’s influence on collectors and collecting should not be underestimated. His attention to his collection and its documentation and display reflected a growing awareness of the cultural treasures being amassed in the United States, and the importance of the collector’s role in disseminating that culture. In its entirety, the William H. Vanderbilt collection represented, as Low noted, the best example of a predominant trend in late nineteenth-century European painting and in art collecting in the United States, and Vanderbilt himself exemplified the beneficent collector. His attempts to build a museum anticipated the next generation of collectors who would form public museums for their art collections.[101] As a patron, Vanderbilt exemplified a judicious use of wealth that benefited the public. He opened his private collection to the public, presumably more than any other collector ever had. Additionally, his many catalogues lent authority, cultural significance, and sophistication to his collection and served as models for other collectors’ catalogues. His collection truly served as a model collection from the early Gilded Age, a time when the wealthiest man in America served as a cultural role model. Although 640 Fifth Avenue cannot be rebuilt or the collection reassembled, the William Henry Vanderbilt collection lives on, albeit in many different hands. The best way to view the collection today is still by slowly and delectably leafing through the grand leather-bound tomes of *Mr. Vanderbilt’s House and Collection*. [102] His influence, however direct or indirect, lives on in museums such as The Frick Collection, The Morgan Library & Museum, and the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum.
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